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THIS WORKBOOK IS
FOR YOU IF:

You are feeling heavy.

You are feeling lost.

You are feeling "too much".

There is a general heaviness that you can't quite explain. It's
either something happening in the Collective that you have
no control over, or it's a personal overwhelm of darkness.

There are so many meditations, affirmations, and practices
out there. But nothing feels quite right. You just can't put

your finger on what it is you need right now.

It's as if the whole world of emotions is crashing down over
your head. All the flavors of all the feelings. And no way to

cope with it all. What are you going to do with this?
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Connection to Earth
(pulling down from Heaven)

 
Connection of Earth & Heaven through you

 
You are an energetic vessel or channel

 
Energy is always flowing through you

 
Cleanse yourself of others' energies

by grounding down into Mumma Gaia

GROUNDING
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GROUNDING ACTIVITIES

GROUNDING MOVEMENT

GROUNDING
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Garland pose
Easy pose
Head to knee forward bend
Seated forward fold
Extended child’s pose

Hold these yoga poses for as long as it feels good; please feel free to do
any variations that feel necessary.

Stick your hands into the ground.
Play with sand or dirt or clay.
Tend to your plants.

GROUNDING MEDITATION POINTERS
Sit in a comfortable position.
Close your eyes.
Connect your tailbone area or feet to the ground.
Really push your butt, your thighs, your feet into the ground.
Breathe all the way down into your tailbone area.
Imagine roots growing into the ground.
Let your worries, fears, strange feelings drop into the ground.
Know that Mumma Gaia will hold you through anything.
Pull nurturing, loving care up from the center of the Earth.
Feel the inner embrace of that warmth.
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Safety, to me, feels like...

GROUNDING JOURNALING PROMPTS

What are the things/people/situations that make me feel safe?

How can I allow more safety into my life?
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Connection to your Self
 

Connection in your energy & love centers
 

You are an endless source of energy & love
 

Pick your Chakra and generate energy & love from there
 

Move this energy & love up and down your central channel
and breathe it through your entire body

CENTERING
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CENTERING MOVEMENT

CENTERING ACTIVITIES

Warrior I pose
Warrior II pose
Peaceful Warrior pose
Upward-facing Dog pose
Camel pose

Hold these yoga poses for as long as it feels good; please feel free to do
any variations that feel necessary.

Take a walk or jog out in nature.
Walk with intention, no music, no phone calls, no distractions.
Practice gratitude.
Tell someone you love a thing you are grateful for, no drama, just
gratefulness.

CENTERING MEDITATION POINTERS
Stand in a wide-legged stance.
Close your eyes.
Hold your waist or fold your hands in prayer position over your
heart.
Breathe in an expansive way, pull the air into every corner of your
torso and into your belly.
Hold your breath there for as long as you can.
Breathe out forcefully, with a sigh or a rasp, really release something
on every exhale.
Repeat 10 times.
Try saying affirmation words on each repition,

e.g. “patience in, worries out”,
or “confidence in, self-doubt out”.



CENTERING
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Imagining my favorite superheroine, how can I be more like her?

CENTERING JOURNALING PROMPTS

What is my superpower and how can I show up in it more?

What do I consider worth fighting for? What isn't worth my energy?



CENTERING
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Am I loving myself right now? My child-, my now-, my furture-Self?

CENTERING JOURNALING PROMPTS

What are my edges and how can I love them more?

Love is...


